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SA’s DTEI AWARDS CONTRACT TO  

QA SOFTWARE 

QA Software, leading provider of SaaS collaboration software to the construction and 

engineering industries has been awarded a major contract with the South Australian 

government’s Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure (DTEI). 

Based on stringent evaluation criteria in an open tender process, which had to be demonstrated 

by QA’s team via a live presentation to the DTEI’s evaluation committee, TeamBinder was 

chosen for its superior ease-of-use, good functionality, and competitive price in relation to a 

competitive tender, as the preferred solution to support the department’s infrastructure projects. 

DTEI’s main requirement of the successful web-based information management and 

collaboration system solution is the capability ensuring ease and a high level of efficiency to 

successfully manage information and data involving a large number of key stakeholders located 

in several geographic locations, as well as large data files, via the internet. 

Security and reliability of the system as well as a comprehensive implementation, training and 

support plan were added requirements of the successful tender with an emphasis on management 

of multiple projects with differing elements concurrently. 

QA’s General Manager Operations, Milton Walters said that it was encouraging to note that 

TeamBinder was chosen after a rigorous evaluation conducted over several weeks. 

 “TeamBinder is a quality solution for major projects and it is testament to this quality that DTEI 

has recognised its specialised attributes that streamline document management and control for a 

multitude of its stakeholders, in the engineering, construction and infrastructure arena. 

 “Our commitment and capability to provide ongoing support to project teams anywhere in 

Australia was an equally attractive proposition for DTEI,” he said. 

QA Software’s reputation has been built on delivering outstanding products to the construction 

and mining industries, most notably, TeamBinder, robust and secure to manage large volumes of 

documents on any engineering and construction project.  

QA Software is a wholly-owned Australian company operating throughout the world with offices 

in Melbourne, London, Chicago and Colombo. 
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